
TGB 516NX
Battery Compact Scrubber

Part of the NX 300
Pro Cordless range

The 516NX Battery Scrubber offers 
compact, cordless and convenient cleaning 
with the performance of a much bigger machine.

NX300 high-power lithium battery pack

 Clean, dry, safe & streak-free floors in minutes

 60m-80 mins runtime with fast charge 
 technology



Compact, Cordless and Convenient
With the cleaning performance of a much bigger machine,
the TGB 516NX is ideal for cleaning tighter spaces and larger 
public areas. The clever tank design is compact while still 
offering 5 gallon capacity for non-stop cleaning.
Clean, Dry, Safe and Streak-Free Floors in 
Minutes 
Centrifugal water delivery system ensures even distribution 
across the brush or pad for optimum cleaning results. 
Serilor® rear blade design incorporates two layers for 
maximum cleaning contact, leaving a dry streak-free floor.

Fast Charge
Charged and ready to go in just 1 hour. The NX300 battery 
packs recharge to 80% in just 1 hour. Fast charge and a quick 
change design make it ideal for non-stop cleaning.
Stay Cleaning for Longer 
New NX300 36V Battery Technology delivers 300Wh energy 
storage capacity with 60-80mins runtime, delivering consistent, 
powerful cleaning.
NX300 Cordless Cleaning Network
The NX300 Cleaning Network brings the convenience and 
performance of professional cordless cleaning across our 
growing battery range.
Support at your Fingertips
Access a wide-range of multilingual help and support,
including troubleshooting and maintenance content, through 
the Nu-Assist App or on our website

The 516NX Battery Scrubber offers incredible cleaning in a compact, cordless and convenient design.
The high-performance digital motor combined with powerful NX300 36V Battery Technology delivers 
clean, dry floors every time. 
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Product Specifications

TGB 516NX 60-80 min. 5 gal. 175 W

Cleaning 
Path

16”

Run TimeModel Capacity Brush Motor Vac Motor

100 W

Noise 
Level

 65 dB(A)

Weight 
(with batteries)

 75 lb  1 hour - 80%
 2 hours - 100%

The FREE Nu-Assist app offers the benefit of digital training through a simple,versatile 
and user-friendly solution, resulting in increased cleaning performance and productivity.

1. Download the FREE Nu-Assist app
2. Open the App and scan the QR Code on your machine
3. Access a wide range of help and support, right at your fingertips

Folding handle for
storage and transport

Simple soft-touch controls 

Easy battery change 

Simple pad/brush change

Charge 
Time

NX300 Lithium Battery  
NX300 power delivers powerful cleaning,  fast 
charge technology and is compatible across the 
NX300 Pro Cordless range.ing.


